Questions:

I. Electricians wear rubber-soled shoes because:
   a. Electricians can walk quickly with the rubber-soled shoes.
   b. Rubber soled shoes are more durable
   c. Rubber is a bad conductor of electricity
   d. Rubber soled shoes are lighter than the leather soled shoes.

II. Why children read comics:
   a. Mohandas was a writer of comics
   b. Nowadays most of the children prefer computer games
   c. Comics books have plenty of pictures sometimes it amuses the adults also
   d. Comics books are freely available everywhere

III. Listen the following information on ManoMajra and write the same in your answer sheet without any change.

Mano Majro is a tiny place. It has only three brick buildings, which is the money lender LaLa Ramlal, the other two are Sikh temple and the three brick buildings includes a triangular common with a large peepull tree in the middle.

IV. Listen the following sentences and write them in your answer sheet without any change.
1. Socialism and internationalism have replaced the whole Victorian supremacy of the whites.

2. English has been given the position of an official language in the Indian constitution.

3. One third of the soldiers died in the Kalinga War.

4. TNPSC is a body constituted under article 315 of the constitution of India.

V. Listen carefully the following conversation and answer the questions follow it.

Principal: Please come in. Mrs. Cathy, and sit down, we are very happy that you could spare your time with us.

Mrs. Cathy: Well, it is a good opportunity for me to find out an Indian school, I have lots of questions to ask about.

Principal: Ah, Yes,

Cathy: Is it a large school? What is the total number of students?

Principal: Yes, quite, a big school, we have 1,500 students altogether.

Cathy: How many sections are there in 10th standard?

Principal: There are six sections this year; we usually have five to six.

Cathy: Does it include English medium section?

Principal: Yes, we have English medium section from 11th standard onwards.

Cathy: How do your staff like teaching English? Do they enjoy teaching English or they prefer their own subject?
Principal: I am afraid most of them prefer their own subject perceived that teaching English involve more correction work than the other subjects.

Cathy: But certainly that is not true, perhaps we could meet them later and will discuss it.

Principal: Yes, would you like to begin the inauguration now?

Cathy: Yes, but tell me a little about the English association, what is the purpose of this English association, in the school like this?

Principal: Well, we hope you may be able to tell us what we can do, after the meeting.